BPRF: Blockchain-based privacy-preserving reputation framework for participatory sensing systems.
Participatory sensing is gaining popularity as a method for collecting and sharing information from distributed local environments using sensor-rich mobile devices. There are a number of participatory sensing applications currently in wide use, such as location-based service applications (e.g., Waze navigation). Usually, these participatory applications collect tremendous amounts of sensing data containing personal information, including user identity and current location. Due to the high sensitivity of this information, participatory sensing applications need a privacy-preserving mechanism, such as anonymity, to secure and protect personal user data. However, using anonymous identifiers for sensing sources proves difficult when evaluating sensing data trustworthiness. From this perspective, a successful participatory sensing application must be designed to consider two challenges: (1) user privacy and (2) data trustworthiness. To date, a number of privacy-preserving reputation techniques have been proposed to satisfy both of these issues, but the protocols contain several critical drawbacks or are impractical in terms of implementation. In particular, there is no work that can transparently manage user reputation values while also tracing anonymous identities. In this work, we present a blockchain-based privacy-preserving reputation framework called BPRF to transparently manage user reputation values and provide a transparent tracing process for anonymous identities. The performance evaluation and security analysis show that our solution is both practical and able to satisfy the two requirements for user privacy and data trustworthiness.